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February 26, 2016

Honorable Martin T. Causer, Chair
House Agriculture and Rural Aff airs

Committee

Room 41 , Capitol East Wing
P.0. Box 202067
Harrisburg. PA 17120-2067

Honorable Mike Carroll. Democratic Chair
House Agriculture and Rural Aff airs

Committee
Room 300, Main Capitol Building
P.0. Box 2021 1 8

Harrisburg, PA 17120-21 18

Honorable John Maher, Chair
House Environmental Resources

and Energy Committee
Room 1 13, Ryan Office Building
P.0. Box 202040
Harrisburg, PA 17120-2040

Honorable Greg Vitale, Democratic Chair
House Environmental Resources

and Energy Committee
Room 38, Capitol East Wing
P.0. Box 2021 66
Harrisburg, PA 17120-2166

Re Joint informational hearing of February 29, 201 6 of the House Agriculture and
Rural Aff airs Committee and the House Environmental Resources and Energy
Committee regarding Administration's Chesapeake Bay Reboot Strategy

T;:]A Eit£A]L l:RAIVSilaSSIQN

Dear Chairmen Causer, Maher, Carroll and Vitale

By this letter, Pennsylvania Farm Bureau ("Farm Bureau") is submitting written
comments to the House Agriculture and Rural Aff airs Committee and the House
Environmental Resources and Energy Committee, relative to the af orementioned joint
hearing and the committees' overall consideration of the of the proposed plan of action to be
implemented by the Administration to improve water quality Chesapeake Bay - which
Administration officials have referred to as its plan for "reboot ' in the Chesapeake Bay (and
which we will sometimes refer to as the Administration's "revised strategy").

Pennsylvania Farm Bureau is a statewide general farm organization whose
membership is comprised of families who are active in farming or have a particular interest
in agriculture. Some 61 ,400 farm and rural families in the Commonwealth are members of
Farm Bureau. Within Fail Bureau's organizational make-up are 54 local County Farm
Bureau affiliates that are active in sixty-f our of Pennsylvania's sixty-seven counties.

Farm Bureau would like to express our appreciation to both House committees for
the opportunity to provide comments regarding this matter.

At the outset, we are somewhat troubled by the characterization that Administration
officials have referenced in the announcement of this strategy as a "reboot" and the
inferences that some may draw from the term. The term "reboot" is most commonly used in
the context of computer system function, and describes what an operator does in response
to a condition in which the system that has become completely inoperative or has become



so extremely dysfunctional in operation that the only viable option.available.to correct the
condition is to repower the system from scratch. We believe that the Administration's
attempt to characterize its plan of action as "reboot" erroneously implies that there has been
a massive shut-down or dysfunction in degree of eff ort or commitment among land users,
including those involved in agricultural production, to improve water quality in the
Chesapeake Bay Watershed, and that Pennsylvania's landowners and communities have
dramatically failed in effectuating any improvement to water quality in the Watershed.

Both state and federal officials have noted and documented the significant progress
that Pennsylvania has made in reducing nitrogen and phosphorus pollution in the Bay
Watershed, including pollution from nonpoint sources, over the past several decades and
more recently during the time period that President Obama's Chesapeake Bay Executive
Order has been in effect.

The real question relative to "reboot" is not whether significant progress has been
made and continues to be made in Pennsylvania by nonpoint source sectors in reducing
nutrient and sediment pollution, relative to years past. Evidence and study clearly show that
progress has indeed been made. The question is rather whether the progress by
stakeholders in the Bay Watershed has been "sufficient", as appraised by the particular
components of "measure" being applied and the particular persons or entity that is applying
that "measure." if the components of measure being applied are flawed and arbitrary, so too
are the conclusions to be drawn from the use of that measure

In the Chesapeake Bay Watershed, the components of measuring achievement of
"progress' in the Bay Watershed are EPA's Chesapeake Bay Model and the time segments
that EPA has prescribed for states and sectors under the auspices of EPA's TMDL." And the
entity and persons perf arming and applying this measure are the federal EPA and its
officials

The mandated segments and time frames for advancement of nutrient and sediment
reduction per EPA's Chesapeake Bay TMDL -- the requirements for each state and sector to
reach full attainment of prescribed levels nutrient and sediment reduction by 2025 and reach
60 percent attainment by 2017, as well as the requirements for Bay states and sectors to
reach targeted levels of nutrient and sediment reductions in designated two-year intervals --
are themselves arbitrary. And the reduction targets that have been designated for the Bay
states and sectors by federal authorities are severely lacking in meaningful evaluation of
practicality or financial capability of the Bay states or of local communities or landowners
within these states to accomplish the targeted levels within timeframes and deadlines which
federal authorities have selected.

A most significant factor related to the Administration's revised strategy is EPA's
recently aggressive action to withhold some $3 million in federal funding as backstop
measure for the Commonwealth's "lack of progress" in measured reduction of nutrient and
sediment pollution from nonpoint sources. EPA's recent action would logically suggest that
the Pennsylvania is vulnerable to even more punitive action by EPA in the future, unless the
Commonwealth makes "significant changes" to appease the concerns of EPA officials.
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Generally speaking, is difficult for Farm Bureau or other stakeholders in the Bay
Watershed to strongly object to efforts by the Commonwealth to make necessary changes
in administrative strategy and function in order to avert imposition of punitive action by EPA
that causes or will cause for Pennsylvania a significant loss in federal funds that would
otherwise be used for water quality improvement in the Bay. Pennsylvania needs every
dollar it can secure and use to implement the types of on-the-ground land use practices and
infrastructure to meet EPA's demands for water quality improvement.

In his January 21 media briefing on the Administration's revised strategy, DEP
Secretary Quigley noted the assessment recently conducted by Penn State University's
Environmental and Natural Resources Institute (PSU-ENRI) of total costs for implementation
and maintenance of nonpoint best management practices that would need to be incurred by
Pennsylvania to fully meet the pollution reduction goals within the timeline prescribed in
EPA's Bay TMDL. PSU-ENRI estimates that to fully comply with EPA"s pollution reduction
mandates by the 2025 deadline, Pennsylvania will need to incur $3.6 billion in total costs -
or $240 million each year - just for initial implementation nonpoint best management
practices and infrastructure. In order to both Implement and maintain such practices and
infrastructure, PSU-ENRI estimates that Pennsylvania would need to incur $378.3 million in
costs each year through 2025.

In fiscal year 2014, total state and federal funding available to Pennsylvania for
nitrogen, phosphorus and sediment pollution reduction programs statewide (not just the Bay
Watershed) amounted to just $146.6 million.

The estimates described above paint a very sobering picture of the gravity of
economic challenge that Commonwealth faces today and in the near future in attempting to
meet the demands asserted by EPA in its Chesapeake Bay TMDL. And they highlight the
real need for much greater commitment of state and federal funding for environmental
improvement programs in Pennsylvania's Bay Watershed than what is being currently
provided.

Attempts by the Commonwealth to revise its administrative strategies and functions
in ways that reverse EPA's decisions to rescind commitment of federal funding for
Pennsylvania and materially reduce the risk of future loss of federal funding for
Pennsylvania for environmental improvement in the Bay Watershed do not seem to us to be
patently unreasonable. And at least for the time being. the planned changes in strategy
proposed by the Administration have averted the loss of federal funding that EPA has
threatened to impose on Pennsylvania.

As you are likely aware, the Administration's revised strategy is comprised of six
components:

e

B

Eff ons to demonstrate to EPA annual review of that at least 10 percent of farms
and nonpoint source for compliance with state environmental law.

Proactive effort to quantify and demonstrate to EPA the perf ormance of best
management practices being implemented on farms, which are likely not being
recognized or given due credit under EPA's measuring system.
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e Augmentation in commitment of state financial and technical resources to
increase implementation of water quality improvement projects in the.Bay
Watershed,including the shifting of$1.250 million in state water quality funding
for implementation of low-cost, high-impact water quality projects.

Significant upgrading of the Commonwealth's computer systems to facilitate
source reporting of practices, data collection and transference of data to federal
officials to ensure the Commonwealth's environmental eff ons are being duly and
timely credited in EPA's measuring criteria.

Identification of regulatory and legislative measures that are necessary to meet
the reduction goals required by EPA by 2025.

Establish a DEP Chesapeake Bay Office to coordinate the Commonwealth's
eff arts to reduce nutrient and sediment pollution in the Chesapeake Bay
W aters hed .

e

e

e

While all of these components will likely have at least some impact on the future
management of Commonwealth's administrative and regulatory function in the Bay Watershed,
the first three components noted above will likely have a most significant impact on the future
of farming and the future perf ormance and management of agricultural production practices in
the Watershed. Our remaining comments will primarily focus on these areas.

The Administration's revised strategy will first attempt to increase the Commonwealth's
regulatory and enforcement presence among agricultural operations in the Bay Watershed in
order to achieve and confirm that farm operators in the Watershed are meeting state legal
requirements. As we understand the revised strategy, the primary objective and focus of
Commonwealth's increased inspection and enforcement eff ons will be with respect to farmers'
compliance with requirements for development and implementation of written farm
conservation plans to control erosion and sedimentation loss and written manure management
plans on farms generating or utilizing animal manure to control and manage potential risks of
excess nutrient runoff in manure storage and land application.

Secretary Quigley has indicated the intended objective under the Administration's
revised strategy is for at least 1 0 percent of farms in the Bay Watershed to be inspected each
year for compliance with legal requirements for conservation and manure management plans,
with pursuit of additional regulatory and enforcement measures where appropriate.

It is also our understanding that local conservation district staff will be primarily
responsible for the Increased inspection and follow up regulation activities to be employed on
farms under the Administration's revised strategy. We would first note that the increased
measures envisioned for consemation districts under the revised strategy is a progression in
function of what DEP had originally envisioned in 201 2 for conservation districts in
Chesapeake Bay Watershed under DEP's /Mode/.4g/Bt//tara/ Comp/a/nf Response Po//cy. The
document that we believe represents the final version of that Po/lcy is included with these
comments and contained in Attachment I .
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The finalized version of this /Mode/ Po//cy essentially required each conservation district
in the Bay Watershed to perf orm additional inspections of farms for compliance with
requirements to have and implement written soil conservation and manure management plans
as a condition of eligibility for financial assistance grants for employment of technical personnel
under the state's Chesapeake Bay program. The scope and timing of farms to be inspected by
the district was complaint-driven, with the requirement for initial inspection of an individual farm
being triggered when the district is contacted about a suspected pollution event or adverse
environmental condition on that farm. If after initial inspection, the district determined that the
farm was not meeting it$ legal requirements for written plans or viable implementation of plans,
the /Mode/ Po/fcy prescribed a three-step process for follow-up by districts and response by
farmers to achieve compliance by the farmer within time periods identified for each step.

Each conservation district in the Bay Watershed was required by DEP to adopt DEP's
version of the /Mode/ Po/i;y or adopt a policy and procedure for inspection and follow-up review
of farms to attain compliance with requirements for soil conservation and manure management
planning that DEP considered to be "consistent" with the Mode/ Po//cy in order to be eligible for
state technician grants..

Development of the Mode/ Po//cy had taken place over a period of approximately 1 0
months in 2001 and 2002. During that period, Farm Bureau leaders and staff continuously met
with DEP officials and offered numerous amendments to the Mode/ Po//cy in an attempt to
establish a compliance process and timetable that acknowledged and responsive to the
serious lack of technical and financial assistance available to farmers in development of soil
conservation and manure management plans that were both environmentally effective and
were financially feasible for farmer implement and manage in a timely manner. While some of
Farm Bureau's recommendations were incorporated into the final version of the Abode/ Po//cy,
many were not.

Throughout DEP's consideration of this Mode/ Po//cy. Farm Bureau expressed to the
Department our serious concerns over the significant change in role and administrative
function that conservation districts were being compelled under the Mode/ Po//cy to pert orm.
Traditionally, the role and relationship between conservation district staff and individual
farmers has been one of advisor and consultant, with staff and farmers openly sharing
information and collaboratively engaged in identifying areas where environmental management
was inadequate and devising corrective and advanced measures for environmental
improvement the farmer believed were practical and were economically feasible. And district
staff has been able to help farmers attain financial assistance for more complex and higher-
cost environmental projects. The positive and personal rapport between conservation district
staff and famer has instilled optimism among farmers that meaningful environmental
improvement projects can be undertaken without putting the farm and farm operation at drastic
economic risk.

This positive relationship between conservation district staff and individual farmers has
also fostered a high level of trust, with farmers more willing to share information about their
operations and about exiting conditions on their farms and on particular farm areas without fear
or repercussions or consequences. Farm Bureau was concerned that the increased role in
regulation and enforcement that conservation districts would be compelled to perf orm under
the /Mode/ Po//cy would seriously erode the spirit of trust, collaboration and positive personal
rapport that farmers and conservation district staff have traditionally held. In its place would be
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a spirit of mistrust, confrontation and obstruction, which commonly arises between
enforcement officials and those targeted by regulation and enforcement.

Farm Bureau does not have specific data on the number of farms that have been
subject to investigation and enforcement by conservation district officials pursuant to the Mo(ie/
Po//cy or similar policy adopted districts to maintain their eligibility for state grants. But we
highly suspect that the percentage of farms that will be annually targeted for inspection and
foHow-up under the Administration's revised strategy will be significantly higher than those that
been targeted under the Abode/ Po//cy. We have even greater concerns that positive and
collaborative relationship may still exist between farmer and conservation district staff will be
critically undermined bythe increased levels of inspection by conservation districts called for
under the revised strategy, and erosion of this spirit may practically lead to greater hesitation
by farmers to proactively pursue and implement conservation practices and a reduction. rather
than increase, in the extent of conservation practices performed on farms overall.

We also have concerns with the diligence and fervor that Administration officials may
expect conservation district staff to pursue in prompting or compelling Individual farms to fully
meet requirements for soil conservation and manure management planning and
implementation. Several times during his public and media discussion about the revised
strategy, Secretary Quigley has stated that a primary objective of the strategy is to instill "a
culture of compliance" by farmers and others in the Bay Watershed's regulated community.

The final version of the Mode/ Po//cy developed by DEP established a rigid 3-step plan
of administrative action by the conservation district, with specific limitations in time that each
step of the plan was to be initiated and completed. The expected objective under the Mode/
Po/fcy was that a farmer would meet compliance requirements by 1 50 days from the date he or
she was discovered by the district to be "out of compliance."

A major concern by Farm Bureau with the Mode/ Po//cy was the serious lack of flexibility
in the process and the schedule of action prescribed and lack of discretion given to
conservation district officials in responding to real and serious financial and technical
impediments that farmers may face in attaining the degree of progress in farm planning
development and implementation that the Abode/ Po//cy would require them to make. In
response, Farm Bureau drafted and proposed for DEP's review and consideration alternate
provisions to the /14ode/ Po//cythat we believed were reasonably responsive to the economic
and climate uncertainties that farmers commonly f ace, but still charted a definitive course for a
farmer out of legal compliance to achieve compliance in a more limited timeframe. A copy of
our recommended alternative model policy is provided and is contained in Attachment 2

While officially rejecting inclusion of Farm Bureau's alternative provisions. DEP officials
did acknowledge that if conservation districts in the Bay Watershed decided to adopt and
conduct their compliance program in accord with Farm Bureau's alternative policy provisions,
the district would be considered to be acting "consistently" with DEP's H,bode/ Po//cy. and would
remain eligible for state Chesapeake Bay program funding.
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Without going into specific detail, we also believe it i$ important to point out to the
committees that Pennsylvania farmers have been experiencing dismally low prices for more
than a year on many the major commodities produced in the Commonwealth. And we are
hearing anecdotally from numerous farmers that they are at serious financial risk of terminating
their farm operations.

We are not entirely sure at this point of the lengths that conservation district officials
may be required to go to in carrying out their responsibilities to invoke a "culture of
compliance." But hope that in carrying out their responsibilities in the revised strategy,
conservation staff will be given the flexibility and latitude to make reasonable and workable
adjustments in demands and schedule for farmers to meet those demands that will provide a
culture of human empathy and compassion as well.

We would also note that attainment of total compliance of farms in the Bay Watershed
with state legal requirements for development and implementation of written soil consemation
and manure management plans has been a key objective of Pennsylvania's approved
Watershed Implementation Plan for agriculture in Phase I of EPA's TMDL. But we would also
note that at public presentations recently offered before the agricultural community, EPA has
acknowledged that even if Pennsylvania's agricultural sector would fully attain the standards
for legal compliance in production practices, the resulting reduction in nutrient and sediment
pollution would not reach the pollution reduction goals that the Bay TMDL requires the
agricultural sector to reach by 2025, according to EPA's own estimates and analysis. This is a
disturbing conundrum for those 33,600 Pennsylvania farmers in the Bay Watershed who are
struggling to determine a course of action that will provide theme some reasonable confidence
that the future function and existence of their farms will not become extinguished by future
"changes" to federal or state regulatory standards or administrative strategies that will apply to
the Bay Watershed.

The Administration's revised strategy also attempts to engage the Commonwealth in a
more proactive eff ort to f acilitate reporting of those best management practices actually being
perf armed by Pennsylvania farmers that have been proven to provide measureable impacts in
improving water quality in the Chesapeake Bay and to advocate for the inclusion and crediting
of reported practices in EPA's assessment of achievement of water quality by Pennsylvania's
agriculture sector in the Bay Watershed

More specifically, DEP and the Department of Agriculture have recently teamed up with
Penn State University and agricultural organizations in the development of a program that
reaches out to farmers in the Bay Watershed and provides them an opportunity to report by
survey all of those practices recognized in the Bay Model as improving water quality and to do
so in an atmosphere that protects them from adverse consequences from their participation.
And it is our understanding from engagement of the Secretaries of Environmental Protection
and Agriculture in the development of this survey project that the Administration will take
assertive action with EPA to have results of agricultural best management practices reported
and statistically verified under the survey's procedures to be included and credited in EPA's
Bay Model and EPA's overall evaluation of achievement of nutrient and sediment pollution
reduction by Pennsylvania's agricultural sector in the Bay Watershed.
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Farm Bureau welcomes this feature of the revised strategy, and strongly supports the
Commonwealth's eff ort. Farm Bureau firmly believes that EPA's current administration and
methodology for computing and crediting best management practices fails dramatically to
capture and credit a multitude of best management practices that Pennsylvania farmers are
performing of their own volition, without receipt of public grants or other form of public
financing. And for years, EPA officials have flatly rejected attempts by the agricultural sector to
provide a feasible methodology for recognition and crediting of reported agricultural best
management practices that would allow verification by persons other than a "qualified"
government official or allow a crediting of pollution reduction for reported best management
practice on any acre of farmland in which the "qualified" official has not personally inspected
and verified the practice is actually performed.

The Commonwealth's engagement in this survey and this overall endeavor to spotlight
and attain due recognition of Pennsylvania agriculture in the pert ormance of voluntary best
management practices are significantly positive steps, and we hope the Administration will be
strongly committed in its completion and the procurement and proper crediting by EPA of those
practices reported by Pennsylvania farmers through this suwey.

We have, however, heard anecdotal accounts of statements more recently offered at
public meetings by high-ranking DEP officials that suggest the Department is not nearly intent
in pursuit of procuring credit for agricultural best management practices reported from this
survey as we were initially led to believe. We hope that Administration officials were being
honest in their initial assertion to agricultural organizations that the objective in development of
the farm survey and their partnership with agricultural organizations in its development was to
establish a means of reporting that EPA should recognize, apply and credit in measuring
progress by Pennsylvania agricultural sector, and not merely acting to soften potential
opponents of the revised strategy as part of a political plan to gain release of the $3 million in
withheld federal water quality funds. And we hope the committees and the legislature will
monitor future developments and uses of the survey and will actively pursue the establishment
of a more realistic and workable methodology for best management plans on farms to be
reported, recognized and credited to the agricultural sector without needless complexity or
bureaucracy.

The Administration's revised strategy is also proposing greater commitment of state
funding for water quality improvement projects in the Chesapeake Bay Watershed -- more
specifically, a diversion of $1 .250 million in state funds for implementation of low-cost, high-
impact agricultural and stormwater water quality improvement projects. Every additional dollar
of public funds that is committed to helping farmers. landowners, businesses and communities
in the Bay Watershed manage the financial challenges of implementing water quality
improvement practices and infrastructure is certainly welcome. But the lever of state funding
being diverted under the revised strategy will, in our opinion. have little real impact in timely or
meaningfully advancing Pennsylvania toward the pollution reduction goals that EPA has
mandated for the Commonwealth. When considering the dramatic disparity between the costs
that must be incurred to implement the type and number of projects needed for Pennsylvania
to fully and achieve the pollution reductions required under EPA's Bay TMDL and the level of
public funds actually available to financially assist these projects. as discussed in page 3
above, the particular level of state fund diversion proposed under the revised strategy for use
in the Bay Watershed is a proverbial drop in the bucket.
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Farm Bureau believes it is critical to the future well-being of farmers, business owners,
landowners, local communities and local taxpayers and ratepayers in the Bay Watershed that
both the Administration and the General Assembly seriously consider and adopt a viable plan
for enhanced commitment of state funds at levels that will provide citizens and local officials in
the Bay Watershed a more realistic opportunity to financially manage the mammoth future cost
challenges they face in meeting the water quality demands imposed by EPA in the Bay TMDL.
The private sector and local government agencies cannot alone feasibly finance the types and
numbers of projects that are estimated to be necessary for Pennsylvania to reach its reduction
goals within the timeframe commanded by EPA. Continuation by the Commonwealth along the
current path without a more serious commitment of state funds for financial assistance uvill,
with little doubt, lead to continued evaluations by EPA that Pennsylvania is "seriously
deficient," additional and more severe punitive measures imposed EPA on the Commonwealth
under "backstop," and financial devastation to local residents and communities in a desperate
(and likely futile) attempt to comply with EPA's TMDL demands.

Additionally, the Commonwealth must work smarter in directing committed state funds
in a way that will provide the most efficient use and management of public funds reasonably
possible relative to the degree of environmental benefits to be attained, as well as committing
much greater state for the Bay Watershed. One component that we believe to be highly
important and that seems to be missing in the Administration's revised strategy is a more
concerted effort to evaluate and identify programs, projects and areas in the Bay watershed
that provide the opportunity for the highest reduction in nutrient or sediment reduction per each
dollar of public financial assistance committed.

More recent studies by Penn State University and others are providing greater
awareness to the public that the one-size-fits all regulatory approach taken by EPA in the Bay
Watershed is not lust practically unworkable but also very inefficient in managing costs or
directing the effective utilization of public funds, and that other alternatives to EPA's approach
will provide both greater environmental benefit and greater efficiency in management of project
costs and public financing. Not only should a much greater level of state funds be provided for
financial assistance, Farm Bureau believes it important for the Commonwealth to complete a
thorough evaluation of relative cost needs in the Bay Watershed and devise a coordinated plan
that will manage and direct state funds in a manner that provides the highest level of
environmental benefit per dollar of state financial assistance provided.

Again, Farm Bureau thanks the committees for the opportunity to share with you our
views on the Administration's revised strategy. We would be happy to respond to any
questions that you or other committee members may have per your review of our comments

Sincerely,

Go\Defnment Affairs Counsel
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ATTACHMENT I

DRAFT -- August 3. 2012

County Conservation District
Agricultural Complaint Response

Policy - General Guidelines Packet

Attachment I
Procedures

This aRachment provides guidelines and suggested procedures that the conservation dfstdct may use for complaint
investigation and follow up adlvtttes. These guldejlnes were developed from proceduns and actions curnntly used by
districts investigating complaints, procedures found in the Chapter 102 and Nutrient Management programs. and comments
provided during the InItIal comment period an the Draft Model Policy, These procedures include general suggestions,
guidelines ta follow when investigating pallutlon events, voluntary campllance procedures or 'steps'r additional information
for cases referred to DEP. and adlon for nan-water quality mfated complaints that may be received by a conservation
dlsbldS

DEP recognizes that conservation districts are. tint and foremostr problem salven for the agrtculNral community. These
guidelines and procedures were Included to recognize that voluntary compliance k the first approach for conservation
disQlcts when responding to complaints, particularly those that dc not Involve on-going water pollution incidents . However.
these guidelines and procedures also recognize fiat wnservation districts do have some level of ruponsibility to address
non-compliance. Some districts have specific compliance and enforcement responsibilities, depending on the district's
specific level af program delegation. and these procedures (and forms} do nat nplace pragmm specific requirements.
Other dlstdcts have county-specific procedure they apply to address complaints or on-going nan-compliance,

While these spectflc procedwes are not mandated acttoTU, DEP does encourage districts to adopt similar or consist
procedures. DEP does expect that conservation dish'lets, particularly those in the Chesapeake Bay watershed. have
procedures in place to implement their Complaint Response Policy. Also. when nferr:ng uses ta DEP. the closer the
conservation district is ta applying processes and procedures cantalned tn this attachment. the mare likely it !s that DEP
can quickly and effectively respond to the referral.



DRAFT - August 3. 2012
Aa rlc u!!ura!.Ca m Dla !nl !Dyes!!gall

A) General:
The Conservation District Board of Directors should approve an Agricultural Complaint
Investigation and Follow-up Procedure.

The Conservation District should provide a complete copy of the Conservation District's
agricultural complaint response policy and procedures to the landowner and/or operator

The District should provide the landowner and/or operator a complete copy of the
INVESTIGATION FORM (Attachment 3} with follow-up timeftames.

The District will utilize common business courtesy and try to arrange a meeting date and
time with the landowner and/or operator prior to the Inltf al complaint response visit and
far any follow-up visits. While a scheduled date and time is preferred, if there is an
immediate threat to human health or the environment. a scheduled investigation may
not be possible. In these cases a phone call to the landowner and/or operator that a site
vIsIt will occur is a good idea.

The District should use the complaint investigation and follow-up process to provide one
on-one education.

Conservation District staff should review this case with their DEP Regional Office to get
their guidance on the situation. as the DEP Regional OKice will be the oHice to take on
the enforcement case if necessary.

The District may assess the availability of government technical and financial assistance
which may be provided by the Conservation District or other agency staff.

The District may retain the right ta request reimbursement and/or assess a fee for costs
Incurred by the Consecration District

If appropriate, coordinate with other State and Federal Agencies (for example
with NRCS for conservatioR planning and technical assistance)

Coordi nate

The districts procedures should Include time frames for corrective actions. These
time frames may be fjexlbla and may ba adjusted due to practicality and
economics, season dependent activities, or extreme weather conditions (i.e. Acts
of God).

B) For Documented Pollution Events:
For complaints that the District has documented or actively witnessed a pollution event, the
District shall :

o Recommend Immediate solutions to stop the continued release of pollutants to the
affected water body.

o Suggest temporary and/or permanent corrective actions ta clean up the area relevant
to the pollution event. The corrective actions can include NRCS Technical Guidance or
aMPs included in technical guidance. For example. the District may suggest actions
like the placement of straw bales, etc.,

o Complete an investigation torn (attachment 3), and provide / send a copy of the
written report to the landowner and/or operator. Follow-up with a letter summarizing
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DRAFT - August 3. 2012
the Rlndings from the visit and what obligations the landowner and/or operator may
have to regain compliance. The District should take photographs where relevant to
support their bindings.
Report to the DEP Regional Office. as soon as possible, but no later than required by
the delegation agreement. 'This report should include all documented or actively
witnessed pollution events for erosion and sedimentatian. manure. or nutrient related
discharges.
Coordinate with DEP to identiN any follow up actions applicable to the District and ta
determine if DEP needs additional Information to support their efforts to take
enforcement action refaUng to the pollution event.

o if delegated the authority from DEP for 25 Pa. Code Chapter 102, follow appropriate
enforcement procedures.

o rr evidence of a fish kill, report to the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission (F&BC)
according to the procedures for both Chapter IOZ and Act-38.

o if a complaint is referred to the Department under this subsection because of a
documented or actively witnessed pollution event, the Conservation District does not
have to follow the 3 steps approach described below.

C) For complaints without an active pollution event. but the Operation l$ out of regulatory
compliance:

0

Rtnn I
Document the findings of the inItIal visit with an investigation report, including
photographs, if applicable.
Provide a copy of the completed investigation report to the landowner and/or operator.
Identify the t'egulatory defidencies and communicate these to the landowner and/or
operator.
Identify the temporary and/or pemlanent corrective actions and communicate those to
the landowner and/or operator.
Specify the time frames to complete the temporary and/or pemtanent corrective
actions and communicate these to the landowner and/or operator.
Communicate ta the landowner and/or operator a date certain for taking corrective
actions. This date should be approximately 90 days.
Communicate to the landowner and/or operator that the district will check back to
reassess the operation soon after the 90 day corrective action timeframe ta determine
if compliance has been achieved.
Communication with the landowner and/or operator can be in a farm chosen by the
conservation district. A letter. e-mail, or verbal communication may be appropriate
Whatever U)e mechanism. the conservation district should communicate the results of
the complaint investigation and expectations af follow-up to the landowner and/or
operator.
Conservation District staff should review this case with their DEP Regional OfRce to
get their guidance on the situation. as the DEP Regional Office will be the office to
take on the enforcement case if necessary.

0

0

0

Step 2
If corrective actions are not implemented within the time frame provided in Step 1, the
landowner and/or operator has an additional 45 days to come into compliance.

0

0

Document the findings of the visit with an investigation report, including
photographs, if applicable.
Provide a copy of the completed investigation report to the landowner and/or operator
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DRAFT -
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Identil:y the regulatory deficiencies and communicate these to the landowner and/or
operator.
Identify the temporary and/or permanent corrective actions and communicate those to
the landowner and/or operator.
Specify the time names to complete the temporary and/or permanent corrective
actions and communicate these to the landowner and/or operator.
Communicate to the landowner and/or operator a date certain for taking corrective
actions. This date should be approximately 45 days.
Communicate to the landowner and/or operator that the district will reassess the
operation soon acer the 45 day corrective action timeframe to detenrline if compliance
has been regained.
Communlcatlan with the landowner and/ar operator can be in a form chosen by the
conservation district. A letter, e-mail, or verbal communication may be appropriate
Because this is the second attempt to correct a problem site. it may be appropriate to
address this in writing. Whatever the mechanism, the conservation district should
communicate the results of the complaint investigation and expectations of follow-up
to the landowner and/or operator.
Conservation District staff should review this case with their DEP Regional Once to
get their guidance on the situation. as the DEP Regional Once will be the ofRce to
take an the enforcement case if necessary.

0

0

0

0

0

0

STEP 3
If corrective actions are not implemented within the time frame provided in the second
step, give the landowner and/or operator a final 15 days to comply.

0

0

The Conservation District once will communicate with the landowner and/or
operator expressing the urgency to address this issue.
Send a Last Chance letter via US Postal Service certified mail, return receipt
requiredi or as regular mail. This letter will list the continued regulatory
deficiencies, the necessary temporary and/or permanent corrective actions to bring
the operation into compliance. and the required date to Implement those temporary
and/or permanent corrective actions. Advise ]n the letter this is the landowner
and/or operators last chance .letter prior to directing the case to the Pennsylvania
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) for possible enforcement. Provide a
required Implementation date in this last chance letter. This last chance required
action date should be approximately 15 days.
The letter should reference any past communications that occurred (I.e. - 'as we
discussed on Month / Day / Year").
Prior to sending the 3rd Step letter. the Conservation District staff will review this
case with their DEP Regional OKice to get their guidance on the situation. as the
DEP Regional Office will be the ofHce to take on the enforcement case if necessary.
If tha correctivo action is not finished by the date given in the 3N step
rector!.the.CartseWation DistNH wHI forward the tdormatlon ;eiatinj''to
this situation to the DEP Regional Office far enforcement action. '

0

0

0

D) Additional Guidance for DEP Referral

The Implementation of this Agricultural Complaint Investigation and Follow-up Procedure is
dependent on the Conservation District and agency partners having a(iequate technical
resources available to monitor and direct responsible parties of their compliance
requirements,

4



DRAFT -- August 3, 2012
This Agricultural Complaint Investigation and Follow-up Procedure does not provide the
landowner and/ar operator the exemption (or "safe harbor") tram a violation af the Clean
Streams Law or the regulations promulgated thereunder.

Materials £ E a

a

b

c.

d

e

f.

Letter hom the District Chaimtan or District Manager referring the case for DeP action

All written correspondence sent to the landowner and/or operator relating to the
viola tian .

All written correspondence received from the landowner and/or operator to the
Consewation District regarding the violation.

Ali site inspection reports and investigation fomls regarding the violation
A summary of verbal communications with the landowner and/ar operator, including
phone calls and personal visits.

A list and brief recounting of any action taken by the landowner and/or operator
demonstrating any compliance efforts, or. any action taken by the !andawner and/or
operator demonstrating an unwillingness to comply

g A list and brief description of any pertinent communications between the Conservation
District staff and other interested or involved parties Including other agriculture
agencies, legislators, media interest, Penney)dania Department of Agriculture (PDA),
and Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission (F&BC).

h Support documents (I.e. photographs, prexrious violations, etc.) to help DEP better
understand the violation.

If available, documentation relating to enforcement actions, taken or pending, by other
agencies (SCC, F&BC, PDA, etc.) including names of contact people from the ether
agencies.

j A chronology af all related events leading to the request for DEP action

Conservation District office retains original documents of all of the above. unless copies
cannot be made.

The Conservation District will refer to DEP all communications relating to an agricultural
operation under active enforcement by DEP. 'these include contacts from the landowner
and/or operator or his/her lawyer.

It should be noted that most of the landowners and/or operators file at the Conservation
District is open for public review. Investigation reports and other written correspondence
between the landowner and/or operator and the Conservation District remain available to
the public even while the case is pending. wmln.giwgai

Once the DEP regional office has received an enforcement referra! from the Conservation
District. the appropriate DEP regional stat:f person will assess the situation for determining
an appropriate enforcement action .

If an action taken by DEP results in litigation. Conservation District staff who conducted the
investigation may be required to participate in the litigation process including depositions,
affidavits, and testimony in court.

The Conservation District will keep the DEP regional staff person informed af any
developments relating ta the landowners and/or operators actions ta address the violation

5



ORAFT - August 3, 2012

E) Non quality based complaints that fall outside of the DEP jurisdiction
The District may perform an initial investigation af complaints that fall outside of the DEP
jurisdiction for nan-water quality based complaints and, as appropriate, refer the case to the
appropriate agency or agricultural organization that handles the matter. These other
agencies may Include the SCC Ag Ombudsman, Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture. PA
Farm Bureau, or local law enforcement. Referral is not a requirement.

The District may also refer the complainant to the appropriate agency if the District does nat
routinely perfoml these types af investigations.

The following list is provided es..e..!iekrence of possible complaints and the agency /
organization that may address this complaint:

o Flies - State Conservation Commission Agriculture Ombudsman.
o Odors - State Conservation Commission Agriculture Ombudsman.
o Pesticide Misuse - Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture, Bureau of PlaRt Industry.
o Dead Animal Disposal - Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture. Bureau of Animal

Health and Diagnostic Services,
o Mud and/or Manure on the road - Municipal Police. If applicable. or the Pennsylvania

State Police
o Nuisance complaints, including any of the above - Pennsylvania Farm Bureau and

State Conservation Commission Agriculture Ombudsman.
o Mishandling of manure by commercial manure applicators - Pennsylvania Department

of Agriculture's State Conservation Commission Once



ATTACHMENT 2

DRAFT - August 3, 2012

M

.County Consarvatlan District Agricultural Complaint Response Policy

He County Conservation District Board of Dlrecton approved the following
Agricultural Complaint Response Pallcy on ....fdafe.

The Conservation District will investigate all agricultural water quality
complaints within 3-5 business days.

In addition to the District assessing whether or not a pollution event has occurred. the District staff
will assess and document if the following plans are in place, up-to-date, and being implemented. if
applica ble ;

Manure Management Plan(MMP) or Nutrient Management Plan (NMP), if manure is
generated or used by the operation;

Agricultural Erosion and Sed)ment Pollution Control Plan (Eats plan) or
consewation plan that meets the requirements af 25 Pa. Code Ch. 102.4, if
plawlng/tIllIng is occurring or Animal Heavy Use Areas exist.

If the above plans are not in place, not current, or not being implemented. the District will assist
the landowner and/or operator, as applicable, and guide them in development and
implementation of the required plans within an established time period.

'The District will use Board approved agricultural complaint investigation and follow-up
procedures to assist and educate the landowner and/or operator on achlevrng regulatory
compliance and to resolve water quality complaints.

The District will use Board approved agricultural complaint investigation and fallow-up procedures to
determine when District activities are no longer effective in achieving regulatory compliance and
referral af specific complaints to the Department of Environmental Protection is appropriate.

This policy is based on the agricultural requirements in 25 Pa. Cede Ch. 91 (Pollution Central and Prevents on at Agricultural
Operatlans), 2S Pa. Code Ch. g2a (National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permitting, Monitoring and Compliance)
and 25 Pa. Cede $ 1D2.4 (Agricultural Erosion and Sediment Control) under the Clan Streams Law (3S P.S. $$ 691.1-
691.1001)

This policy does not supersede the policies of other related programs for which the Conserratian District has delegated
authority or other contractual obligations.

'he Conservation Disbict should be handling complains based on the Level of delegaUon they hold for each indNldual
program. Levels of delegation include:

a. Level 1 - Education and Outreach Only
b. Level ]] - Level I responsibilities as well as complaint response. Inspection reporting, and voluntary

compliance pursuance
c. Leve] ]ll - All of the above with full enforcement responsibilities



County Conservation District
Agricultural Complaint Response

General Guidelines Packet
Policy

Attachment I.
Procedures

This attachment provides guidelines and suggested procedures that the consewatlon
district may use for complaint investigation and follow up activities. These guidelines
were developed from procedures and actions currently used by districts investigating
complaints, procedures found in the Chapter 102 and Nutrient Management programs,
and comments provided during the initial comment period on the Draft Model Policy.
These procedures include general suggestions, guidelines to follow when investigating
pollution events, voluntary compliance procedures or "steps", additional information for
cases referred to DEP, and action for non-water quality related complaints that may be
received by a conservation district.

DEP recognizes that conservation districts are. first and foremost, problem solvers for
the agricultural community. These guidelines and procedures were included to recognize
that voluntary compliance is the first approach for conservation districts when
responding to complaints, particularly those that do not involve on-going water pollution
incidents. + }ln-fehn+:r-Et:ten-gt:t#-ddb
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Some districts have specific compliance and enforcement responsibilities, depending on
the district's specific level of program delegation. and these procedures (and forms) do
not replace program specific requirements. Other districts have county-specific
procedures they apply to address complaints or on-going non-compliance.
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Agricultural Complaint Investigation and Follow-up Procedure

A) General

The Conservation District Board of Directors should approve an Agricultural Complaint Investigation and
Follow-up Procedure.

The Conservation District should provide a complete copy of the Conservation District's agricultural
complaint response policy and procedures to the landowner and/or operator.

Tbe District should provide the landowner and/or operator a complete copy of the INVESTIGATION FORM
IAttachment 3} with follow-up timeframes.

The District will utilize common business courtesy and try to arrange a meeting date and time with the
landowner and/or operator prior to the inItIal complaint response visit and for any follow-up visits. While a
scheduled date and time is preferred, if there is an immediate threat to human health or the environment,
a scheduled investigation may not be possible. In these cases a phone cali to the landowner and/or
operator that a site visit will occur is a good idea

'rhe District should use the complaint investigation and follow-up process to provide one-on-one education

0E
ceasanable.eneai :tieved to be of such degree af to warrant mara
l:m;mediate qnforcgfpeR!: action. !he.Conservation District stat:f should review this case with their DEP
Regional Office to get their guidance on the situation, as the DEP Regional Ofllce will be the office to take
on the enforcement case if necessary.

The District may assess the availability of government technical and financial assistance which may be
provided by the Conservation District ar other agency staff
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example Coordinate with NRCS for conservation planning and technical assistance)

B) Far Documented Pollution Events:
For complaints that the District has documented or actively witnessed a pollution event. the District shall;

o Recommend Immediate solutions to stop the continued release of pollutants to the affected water

o Suggest temporary and/or permanent corrective actions to clean up the area relevant to the
pollution event. The corrective actions can include NRCS Technical Guidance or BMPs included in technical
guidance. For example, the District may suggest actions like the placement of straw bales, etc.

o Complete an investigation form (attachment 3), and provide / send a copy of the written report to
the landowner and/or operator. Follow-up with a letter summarizing the findings from the visit and what
obligations the landowner and/or operator may have to regain compliance. The District should take
photographs where relevant to support their findings.

o 34113eli.ii(ac!:Billed-by !!lIZa.
!g.OKiyic sMetv orHhQ envy'onment:deport to the DEP Regional Office, as soon as possible. but no later
than required by the delegation agreement. This report should include all documented or actively
witnessed pollution events for erosion and sedimentation, manure. or nutrient related discharges.

o JN!!g!}.g.PDfQg£!Blg.faordlnatQ with DEP to identify any follow up actions applicable to the District
and ta determine if DEP needs additional information to support their efforts to take enforcement action
relating to the pollution event. o if delegated the authority from DEP for 2S Pa. Code Chapter 102. follow
appropriate enforcement procedures.

body.0

o if evidence af B
to the Pennsylvania Fish
and Act-38. !

fish ki report
and Boat Commission (F&BC) according to the procedures far both Chapter l02

o if a complaint is referred to the Department under this subsection because of a documented or

There is a question of what the procedures far reporting to the F&BC are. since neither Chapter 102 tlof Act 38 expressly identifies
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If corrective actions are not Implemented within the time #f:a+?H &alae$ provided in Step 1, the landowner
and/or operator has an additional 4$-da'/s !;iulgJLqdQd to come Into compliance }$cilb.!!!e..fe!,a3b.ssE)Billie.911

ste

.r}

G Document the findings of the visit with an investigation report. including photographs, if
appllca bie

a Provide a copy of the completed Investigation report to the landowner and/ar operator.

lila..fgt:!tLhffQ!:$t!..wil;b.ils..$g;LlgdL!!g.9f.fQ1[9flib£9.gf!!QD...and communicate these to the landowner and/or
operator.
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o Communicate to the landowner and/or operator that the district will reassess the operation soon

]QQ.to determine if compliance has been regained.
o Communication with the landowner and/or operator can be in a form chosen by the conservation

district. A letter, e-mail, or verbal communication may be appropriate. Because this is the second
attempt to correct a problem site, it may be appropriate to address this in writing. Whatever the
mechanism. the conservation district should communicate the results of the complaint investigation and
expectations of follow-up to the landowner and/or operator.

' ]A£be11-aasa11ab!)d la
Ehe farrQiQ ac(Q!© wkh; Jts schedU€!f.fQ££gf!!bfg.g£!!gf!.,conservation District staff should review this case
with their DEP Regional Office to get their guidance on the situation. as the DEP Regional Office will be the
office to take on the enforcement case if necessary.
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